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Abstract
In this work, we show the results of the comparative analysis of the regular quiet daily
variations of the geomagnetic field obtained using two methods:
1. Using the geomagnetically quiet days (IQDs) to calculate mean daily variations, Sq.
2. Using the principal component analysis (PCA) to decompose the original series into
main variability modes, PCs.
The primary data were obtained from observations at the Coimbra Magnetic
Observatory (COI, Portugal) from 1st January 2007 to 31st December 2017.
The geomagnetic field components X, Y, and Z were analyzed separately for every 12
months.
The Sq and PCs comparison was done using the correlation analysis.
Our results show that PCA could automatically extract the Sq variation from the
observations of Y and Z.
For the X component, the automatic extraction of the Sq variations is not possible, thus
a complimentary analysis is always needed to identify a PC corresponding to the Sq
variation. We tested several reference series:
– Sq averaged for 11 years
– CM5 & DIFI3 models’ simulations
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The solar quiet daily variation (Sq)
•

Sq attributed to the two vortices flowing in the E-region of the
dayside ionosphere(~90–150 km)
• It can be contaminated from magnetospheric currents (mostly
in polar regions at high lattitudes);
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Shape of Sq variations
• Sq strongly depends on the season, as current vortices are
strongest in the local summer-hemisphere and disintegrate
during local winter;
• X & H; Z & I: symmetric to ~ local noon with min/max
around the local noon;
• Y & D: asymmetric to ~ local noon with min/max around LT
~7h & ~14h
X & H; Z & I

Y&D
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Data
• X, Y, Z components of the geomagnetic field measured at
COI (Portugal)
• COI (40° 13 ’ N, 8° 25 ’ W, 99 m asl) is located near the
mean Sq vortex focus position for the European sector
• Hourly series for 12 months from 2007 to 2017
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Extraction Method description for SQ
I. Standard approach using quitest days of a month
II. Principal component analysis (PCA)
• The month-long hourly data of each component was
analysed for:
i. an individual month of each of 11 years
ii. an individual month using data from all 11 years
combined together

• Correlation Analysis: similarities between series were
analysed using the correlation coefficient(r) and their
statistical significances (p value).
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Standard approach (Sq) and its limitations
• Calculated as the mean daily variation of the 5 most quietest days
of a month, the so-called International quiet days, IQD,
estimated by the GFZ-Postdam from Kp index.
• The standard approach gives a single curve for all days of a
month without accounting for variability:
– in the ionosphere and magnetosphere
– for the position of the Sq-generating vortex
– for the shape of the Sq-generating vortex
• IQD are days that are only relatively quiet comparing to other
days of a month
– They can be disturbed on the absolute scale
– Final IQD definition is lagged by 1-2 year
– Observations for certain IQD day at a particular observatory can
be missing
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Examples Sq vs PCs for X, Y and Z components
all Augusts of 2007-2017
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Examples Sq vs PCs for X, Y and Z components
all Octobers of 2007-2017
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PCs classifications based on correlation
coefficients with Sq
I. For the all series of the Y and Z components :


Sq was identified as PC1

II. For the X component (more complicated):
 Sq can be PC1 or PC2 or even PC3 => we need a reference
series (RS) for classification:
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Reference series used for X component
• Sq variations averaged for all 11 years (for
each month)
• Simulations of the ionospheric field by the
CM5 model (for each month)
• Simulations of the ionospheric field by the
DIFI3 model (for each month)
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PCs classifications based on correlation coefficients
with Sq all years and models (August)
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PCs classifications based on correlation coefficients
with Sq all years and models (October)
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PCs classification using CM5 model as RS
(X component)
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PCs classification using DIFI3 model as RS
(X component)
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PCs classification using Sq_allY as RS
(X component)
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Conclusions
• All kind of RS used in this study can be used as
RS: mean Sq, predictions of models CM5 and
DIFI3.
• Further analysis is needed to make a final
decision on the best RS but the models seems
to be best candidates.
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Research Outreach
• Data paper describing the methodology has been
published in Data in Brief Journal :
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2021.107174.
• Data files and plots are published in Mendeley data:
https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/jcmdrm5f5x/1.
• Analysis paper will be submitted for publication.
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